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In this chapter, we theorize the work of repair as a site—or perhaps more accurately
a kind of sustained encounter—through which conditions of pervasive infrastructural neglect and decay are contended with and managed on a contingent, ongoing
basis. If the future of the city—as Mike Davis (2009) notes in Planet of Slums—lies in
the Global South, and is a future characterized primarily by the severity and continuity of legal, economic, and social precarity, then it falls within our remit to theorize and bring to light those ways of living (of making do, even if getting ahead is
an impossibly constrained task) that can render these conditions of ongoing uncertainty somewhat more manageable for those who live within the cities of our
future.
Drawing from David’s ethnographic fieldwork conducted in the favelas—urban
slums—of a Brazilian capital city, we examine the way in which repair sustains the
everyday technological lives of the favela’s inhabitants. How do favela dwellers—
living as they do in a zone of extreme uncertainty, marked by violences writ large
and small—maintain a sense of stability in their technological lives? Breakdown
and failure are the forms, we argue, in which technology is most commonly encountered within an everyday life soaked through with uncertainty. Instead of
technological normalcy being marked by uninterrupted functionality (as it would
be in rich neighborhoods or developed countries), technological normalcy here is
the normalcy of the continually dropping signal, the easily scuffed and broken
“off-brand” phone.
Infrastructural breakdown is not, then, an exception to a “normal” state of continuity, but is rather the backdrop against which the rhythms of everyday life must
be forged. If one has to live with breakdown—and in zones of informality such as
the favela and Davis’s city of the future it seems inevitable that one must—then
studying the work by which breakdowns are managed will give us some insight
into the kinds of work, people, and spaces that allow for everyday life to maintain a semblance of continuity against a background of built and experiential
uncertainty.
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What we wish to emphasize through studying people and places considered “out
of the way” by corporations or states is the necessity of more flexibility in thinking
about the scales at which we approach technological life. The kinds of interactions
that we encounter at the level of the neighborhood and its individual residents give
us affective and intimate insight that systems-level thinking can obscure. These
insights, we will show, are crucial to understanding how technologies—especially
the kinds of communicative technologies marked as newfangled and “digital”—are
taken up and received in areas far from the centers of technological and political
power.

The Favela and Repair as Sustenance
The city we focus on is Vitória, an island and the capital of the Brazilian state of
Espírito Santo. In focusing on cities outside those traditionally considered part of
the global ambit, such as New Delhi or Rio de Janeiro, we wish to draw attention to
the fact that these in-between regions—regions such as China’s Pearl River delta,
or mid-tier Indian cities such as Kanpur and Ludhiana—are where most of the
world’s population is expected to live in the coming years (Davis 2006).
More specifically, the sites of this study are the neighboring favelas of Gurigica,
São Benedito, Bairro da Penha, and Itararé, all of which are located in the center of
the island of Vitória. Informal settlements such as favelas—or even regional centers such as Vitória—are sometimes considered the “wrong” kind of site for
studying technology (Takhteyev 2012), given their distance (infrastructural and
otherwise) from the seats of power and capital. We believe, however, that concentrating our attention on these peripheral locations allows us to think more critically about the continuing importance of location to success in today’s “knowledge
economy.”
In an environment like the favela, where a pervasive uncertainty governs the
small works and acts that constitute an ordinary life, it is even more critical that
we understand the kinds of work and acts of care that manage to hold together a
semblance of continuity, and allow for everyday life to go on. Repair is one of these
ongoing works of sustenance. As Steve Jackson (2014, 222) notes, it is through repair that “order and meaning in complex sociotechnical systems are maintained
and transformed, human value is preserved and extended, and the complicated
work of fitting to the varied circumstances of organizations, systems, and lives is
accomplished.”
Thus, we move away from the progressive narratives that have been embedded
in discourse surrounding technology in zones of informality, such as Negroponte’s
One Laptop Per Child (OLPC) (Negroponte 2005), and instead move toward thinking through the ways in which ICTs slot into the continuance and ongoing maintenance of everyday life. This approach builds on the studies of repair and
maintenance work by a diverse group of scholars, including Daniela Rosner and
Morgan Ames (2014), David Edgerton (2011), and Douglas Harper (1987). Repair is
a lens that highlights both the systemic instability and the individual creativity
that constitute the effort to create workable technological systems in the favela. If
not moving forward, then making do—this, above all, is an acknowledgment that
while acts of creativity and of small-scale works of repair knit together zones of
informality and neglect, they too are subject to the pervasive disruptions and
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disparities that long-term infrastructural neglect and abandonment bring about
in their wake.
In the favela, these larger infrastructural breakdowns are highlighted by on
going struggles such as the continuing fight over legal recognition of land titles, and
the reliable provision of systems-level infrastructural services by the private sector and the government, which is closely tied to this legal recognition.1 Instead of
focusing upon the broad sweep of legal recognition and its infrastructural consequences, or on the difficulties in implementing large-scale technological projects
within zones of uncertainty such as the favela, we chose instead to focus upon how
technology works (and breaks) at a smaller, more personal level. This approach,
we believe, is more suitable to understanding the intersecting scales of failure and
reconstitution at work in the daily life of the favela.
The ICTs of interest in this chapter—ranging from mobile phones to the wired
Internet system—are precisely those small-scale technologies that saturate the work
and goings-on of everyday life. They have also been designed to fail over a short period of time and be replaced, instead of fixed (Rosner and Ames 2014). Whereas previous works on infrastructural systems focused on their large-scale constitution
(Hughes 1987), the affective and symbolic power of these grand technological systems (Nye 1996), or the consequences of the partition and breakup of large-scale
technological systems (Graham and Marvin 2001), we choose here to instead focus
on those kinds of technologies the historian David Arnold (2013)—thinking of devices such as bicycles and sewing machines—has called “everyday technologies.”
Why look at these small-scale technologies, and why characterize repair here as
an encounter? We contend, drawing some inspiration here from Arnold, that it is
small-scale technologies such as a keyboard or a mobile phone that figure most
prominently in the intimacies of everyday life—that is, they are scattered throughout the background of daily work and domestic life, and as such are more tightly
entwined with everyday practices than large-scale systems. This isn’t to say that
infrastructural systems have no place in a discussion such as ours. Clearly such
large-scale systems as reliable water, sanitation, and electricity matter tremendously to the experience of one’s everyday life. But in looking at and through everyday technologies, it is hoped that we can get a better sense of the affective and
material intimacy and ordinariness that characterizes the uses of these devices
and the fragile lives and systems that they inhabit.

A History of Making Do
Growing up in Vitória, a mile’s walk away from Itararé, David encountered the
favela primarily through stories of difference and fear: through reports in police
blotters, through media reports and programming that assumed criminality to
be the default state of the favela and its inhabitants, through derogatory remarks
in conversations among private-school-educated friends and family members. Yet
the history of these favelas—and of their relationship to the recognized city of Vitória
and the state of Espírito Santo—was far more complicated than these portrayals
allowed for.
Gurigica, São Benedito, Itararé, and Bairro da Penha are located east of Vitória,
on the São Benedito hill, in between Av. Marechal Campos and Av. Leitão da Silva,
as shown in figure 1. Unrecognized occupation of the area now part of the favelas
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F I G UR E 1: Map of the city of Vitória. The shaded area is where the favelas are located, and the solid
line marks the Leitão da Silva Avenue, which divides wealthy neighborhoods from the poor ones.
Source: Carto.

began in earnest in the 1940s, when the city of Vitória began building into the old
mangrove swamps that once covered the area. The expansion of the earthworks
and the advancement of urbanization in Vitória forced the poorer segments of the
city’s population to relocate to the unoccupied hillsides of the Farm Baixada da
Égua and Farm Maruípe. The earliest occupations took place in the flatlands at the
bottom of the hills, due to their proximity to the city center. Migrant workers from
the neighboring states of Minas Gerais and Bahia, as well as rural Espírito Santo,
also began to occupy the hill as they arrived in Vitória seeking employment. As
people continued to relocate, they pushed higher into the hills.
The owners of the Farm Baixada da Égua and Farm Maruípe, the Hilal and Monjardim families, appealed to the police to protect their lands from the continuing
occupation. The police responded to their appeals with a violent crackdown
against the occupiers. Arcendino Fagundes de Aguiar, a retired military man from
Rio de Janeiro whom the locals nicknamed “Sergeant Carioca,” then helped the
occupiers develop a strategy to take over the lands on which they intended to live,
having nowhere else to go.
These strategies included “night raids” to divert police action. During the day,
residents acted as “lookouts,” blocking police and organizing protests. They tried
to occupy as many public spaces as possible, including roads of access. Occupiers
themselves, with machetes and hoes, built the first streets and alleys on the hill—
a not-insignificant precursor to the self-reliant strategies that continue to color
residents’ technological lives.
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Following a successful occupation attempt in 1954, and continuing struggles
between police and protesters, the government of Espírito Santo intervened and
made the land public property. In 2003, nearly 50 years after people had begun to
settle the area, the city officially defined the boundaries and neighborhoods of
Gurigica, São Benedito, Itararé, and Bairro da Penha. These boundaries were not
necessarily recognized or acknowledged by the residents themselves, and could
sometimes lead to mundane frustrations, like missing or misdelivered mail.
Given the historical and continuing absence of formal state institutions in favelas in general, non-state actors—such as cartels of heavily armed drug dealers—
emerged to fill the vacuum left by the state (Ferraz and Ottoni 2014). The traffickers
dictated and violently maintained a semblance of order within the favelas, and
were respected by the residents because they created an environment in which
critical segments of the local population felt safe, despite high levels of violence
overall.
Since the residents settled at the bottom and middle part of the hill, the drug
lords found the perfect location for their base at the very top of the hill. They worked
as watchtowers, since they could see when cops or rival gangs were coming up the
hill and prepare for battles. Traffickers’ presence in Gurigica also turned the favela
into a veritable war zone. Drug lords, originally from Rio de Janeiro, teamed up with
a rival cartel in another favela, Bairro da Penha, and were trying to take over
Gurigica and São Benedito at the time of research (Nemer 2016b).

Technology and the Everyday
Given this history of struggle and abandonment, capturing the tenor of everyday
life—of the ordinary—in these areas was thus quite challenging. David found himself in the middle of three shootouts between rival gangs during the course of his
research. It was the goodwill and help of the community leader, Serginho, and the
telecenter manager, Christina, which helped him gain access to the favelas and
their residents. The LAN house owners and inclusion agents, who were locals,
helped him to learn his way around and gain trust within the community.2 David—
male and upper class—was constantly aware of the differences of power and status
that he embodied. In order to alleviate the barriers that such differences may have
caused, he first approached participants as conversational partners (Rubin and
Rubin 2011). David’s ethnographic approach (2015) centered on listening to participants with an open heart and mind, and to then truly consider what they expressed. His motivation resided not in judgment, but in understanding.
David’s presence inside the favela was controversial—for varying reasons—
among different groups of people, both in his own life as well as within his interlocutors’ lives. David’s family was worried and not pleased with the timing of his
fieldwork, due to the intense drug war that was happening then. His friends
thought he was insane for risking his life “to teach poor people how to use computers,” and some participants did not want an outsider doing research within the
favelas. The word “research” stirred up silence, conjured up bad memories, and
caused distrust. Favela residents mentioned being approached by previous researchers as nothing more than guinea pigs. The project of research was implicated,
for the favela residents, within an excess of classism, rude questions, inequality, and
condescension. Residents were of the opinion that research, instead of benefitting
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them, instead classified and bracketed their life experiences into whatever framework the researcher demanded of them.
Favela residents thus did not identify with how their stories were being told and
exploited. Throughout the project, David believed that critical and postcolonial researchers have the ethical obligation to represent marginalized communities according to their terms, respecting their history, values, and beliefs, as advocated
by Hall (1997): when culture is a set of practices, representations are influential
forces that shape how people are treated. He “resisted domestication” by using the
resources, skills, and privileges available to him to make residents’ voices accessible. He strove to provide a fair and empowering account of favela residents whose
stories were otherwise suppressed (Madison 2012). In order to address this, David,
along with favela residents, started a participatory project called “Favela Digital”
where they attempted to provide an empowering account of the everyday life in the
favelas. The outcome of the project was the bilingual (Portuguese and English)
book called Favela Digital: The Other Side of Technology/O Outro Lado Da Tecnologia
(Nemer 2013). The book was aimed to create awareness by showing how favela residents appropriate technology in innovative and meaningful ways, as well as to
provide a channel to bring different networks into the same conversation. Such
networks were policy makers and favela residents, and the “conversation” was
about the issues that favela residents face with regard to accessing digital technology. Telling the “untold side of the story,” as the one told here in this chapter,
through the lenses of those who have been suffering the consequences of marginalization and exploitation would promote their recognition as human beings who
deserve respect and recognition for their values and beliefs.
As is the case with most favelas, most of Gurigica, São Benedito, Bairro da
Penha, and Itararé’s population relies on LAN houses and telecenters to gain access to computers and the Internet. David’s fieldwork focused on two of these LAN
houses:3 Life Games, a LAN house in Bairro da Penha, and Guetto LAN house in
Gurigica; and on two telecenters in the area: one in Itararé and another one in São
Benedito. Drawing from these studies, in this chapter we examine two communication technologies, both of which are crucial to the everyday technological life of
the favela, though in subtly different ways. First, we examine the (usually questionably legal) systems of wired Internet connections that supply the LAN houses, and
second, we take a close look at the mobile phone of favela residents.4
While these technologies are both tightly bound up with the rhythms of everyday life in the favela, the forms by which their functionality and breakdown manifest themselves within daily practice are quite different, and the demands they
expect and pleasures that they afford their users are also quite varied. In looking
at this divergent set of small-scale technologies and patched-together systems, it is
our objective to offer a richer picture of both the technologies present in the favela
and the practices, tricks, and acts of care that are needed to manage them and
render them livable and perhaps even enjoyable.

Internet
The urbanization of favelas in Brazil was recent and inefficient (Perlman 2010), and
the makeshift character of the most fundamental infrastructural services, such as
electricity and water connections, reflects this disparity. While the government
did not forcibly remove favela residents, it deliberately did not acknowledge inhab-
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F I G UR E 2 : Cables and “gatos” running around the favelas. Photo: Leandro Recoba.

itants’ existence in an infrastructural sense, as services such as water, electricity,
and gas connections were never formally implemented. Forced to turn to their
own devices in order to ameliorate this institutionalized neglect, favela inhabitants frequently acquired utilities illegally through homemade or makeshift wire
and pipe taps, called gatos (“cats”) (figure 2).5
The LAN houses Gyga Point and Guetto acquired their utilities through legal
means, but even so the gatos all around the favela directly affected them. The irregular wire taps, for example, affected the voltage running through the power
lines to the LAN houses (figure 3), damaging their computers, as Leonardo, the
owner of Gyga Point, explained: “Changing light bulbs here is a frequent activity,
but they are cheap, what really concerns me is how often the power supply units
fry. Most of the time I don’t have the money to buy a new one right away, so I have to
put the computers away until I can buy new power supply units.” Lisa, the owner of
the Guetto LAN house, echoed these sentiments. She, like Leonardo, blamed
cheap power supply units rather than fluctuating voltage in the power lines: “These
power unit supplies are bad and fry all the time, they really hurt my business.
I guess the ones I can afford are not good. I wish there were stronger and cheaper
units.”
This irregular and makeshift infrastructure also impacted the ability (or willingness) of companies to provide services to customers located in the favela. Internet providers were not able (or unwilling) to provide a reliable broadband
connection to customers located in the favela. Lisa and Leonardo contracted a
3 Mbps Internet plan for their LAN houses, the fastest available to them. This connection, however, had to be shared with at least five computers. Lisa noted that the
speed of their connection was not a trivial matter, given that Windows updates and
security patches were only available online: “The users don’t complain too much
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F I G UR E 3: Storage of PSU (power supply units) at Life Games LAN house. Photo: David Nemer.

because this is the only Internet they can access . . . the problem is when I have to
make a security or Windows update. It takes forever to update every computer I
have. It is dangerous because I have to stay in for the whole night and expensive
since I have to pay for electricity.” As Lisa mentioned, it was dangerous to have any
business running after the curfew set by the drug cartel. Although the Internet
providers were responsible for maintaining their infrastructure in the favelas,
they were not keen on improving it and making it more accessible. Such disregard
also affected the favela dwellers who weren’t running LAN houses. Paula, an older
woman from Gurigica, told David: “I called GVT [Internet provider] and they told
me that the outdoor Internet box for Gurigica has been completely ‘taken,’ thus,
they can’t offer me an Internet connection . . . they suggested me to find a neighbor
who has Internet and share the connection with him because they won’t expand
their box here.” To overcome the arbitrary limitations imposed by the ISPs and
reinforced by decades of institutional neglect, Internet connectivity also began to
acquire the makeshift character common to other resources in the favela. Like the
electrical taps or strung-out cable television connections, the Internet too had to
be somehow acquired and reliably maintained in the face of continued institutional neglect. It was not the deeply embedded, easily available resource that, say,
teams who developed Windows updates imagined their users to possess.
Rafael, a young man from São Benedito, sadly noted: “[Internet providers] say
they won’t improve their Internet infrastructures because there aren’t enough
costumers for them in the morro [hill], but it’s not true . . . if you look out there
every light pole you will see tons of blue cables going to every direction and every
house . . . we need more and better Internet.” Gyga Point LAN house owner Leonardo
ended up searching out information on computer networking himself, noting
pointedly that it was a task that challenged the well-worn institutionalized neglect
the favela had always been subject to: “I can’t stay here and wait around. . . . The
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F I G UR E 4 : Bringing wired Internet to the top of the São Benedito hill. Photo: Brenda Shade.

government is not interested in us, so I might as well do something about it [Internet].
The people here don’t have the time to learn about technology and Internet, and
since this is what I do, I decided to look for articles on Google and YouTube that
could teach me how to do this [bring the Internet to his community]. This is indeed
another source of income for me but I also feel I’m doing some good for my community.” Following his self-imposed crash course on computer networking, Leonardo proceeded to subscribe to a faster Internet connection through his uncle’s
house, which was located on the border of the favela and a legally recognized,
richer neighborhood. Gustavo used 15 Linksys routers (which were placed inside
plastic boxes on the light poles) and 500 meters of Ethernet cable to connect both
his LAN house and subscribers in the neighboring community, as seen in figure 4.
He charged R$35.00/month (approximately US$10.00) per subscription, and was
working at maximum capacity. The price was still inaccessible to several residents—
but it was much cheaper than a R$160.00/month subscription (average cost) from
one of the Internet providers.
The LAN houses had, in their centralization of technological availability, become
a source of help and technological knowledge for the favela residents. The increasing affordability of technology led to an increasing number of first-time users in the
favela. The LAN houses capitalized on this trend by providing a base from which
residents could acquire the knowledge and help to maintain their purchases: nowadays the government made it easier so most people could buy a computer, especially because they could buy it in installments and pay for it in 48 months, as Life
Games LAN house owner Alberto described:6 “The problem is that they don’t know
how to use it properly. . . . People would come and ask me if I could fix their computers since I maintain the computer at my LAN house. I saw it as an opportunity to
broaden my business . . . now I get computers with a thousand viruses, fried
boards . . . and if it wasn’t for me they wouldn’t be able to fix their computers since
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I charge them a fair price and usually recycle boards.” The LAN house operators
themselves scraped together their desirable technological knowledge through a
combination of hands-on interaction and online videos and articles, rather than
any formalized certification or training. The knowledge of the computer’s proper
use, much like the knowledge of computer repair or the provision of cable television,
was cobbled together, piecemeal, with little to no emphasis on broader technical
skills or theoretical acumen.
The threads of favela infrastructure were thus severely strained in terms of durability and resilience: two characteristics that define the classic “large technical
system” of Thomas P. Hughes (1987). While the abstractions used in high-level
code (such as Windows updates) may treat resources as if they are inexhaustible
(Blanchette 2011), it is clear this particular imagining of the world and potential
users of the system falls far short of the reality of technological life in the favela,
where connective cables, personal security, and reliable electricity are all in short
supply, and are all things that need to be struggled for, pieced together out of what is
immediately available.
The assumptions made in the delivery of critical system updates (that one has
access to a reliable Internet connection, that one can stay with one’s computer
throughout the long process without risk to one’s life, that the power will remain
on throughout the download time) are all assumptions that hinder the easy working of computers in the favela. The system, it seems, never imagined such users (or
such places where they might be), despite all its pretensions to global coverage. In
many ways, then, the LAN house owners in the favelas fought an uphill battle not
only against the most obvious and visible signs of infrastructural neglect and degradation (the failing power, the tangles of wire that are the gatos), but also against
these more latent assumptions within technological systems—assumptions whose
intent was not obviously harmful, and assumptions whose limitations appear only
in those places and among those people deemed peripheral.

Mobile Phones: The Networks
Infrastructural neglect in the favela manifested itself not only in the physical network of wired Internet connections, but also within the seemingly intangible and
untouchable wireless communications networks. Mobile phone carriers did not
provide satisfactory signal coverage of the favelas, which led to constant complaints
from the residents, especially because the innocuous act of walking around,
searching for a signal to complete a call, was in actuality an extremely dangerous
activity. This was due to the shootouts from the intense drug war that was happening during the period of David’s fieldwork (2016a). One of David’s informants, a
teenage girl named Fernanda, said: “My smartphone has no bars up in here [at the
top of the hill], my calls are never completed and it is really hard to communicate
with people from here. I don’t even know [why] I pay for this thing. When I need to
make urgent calls, I try to go to Bairro da Penha, forcing me to walk through Av.
Hermínio Blackman. You know that avenue is known as the Gaza Strip of Vitória,
right?” Ironically, the hill where the favelas were located was known as the Morro
da Antena (Hill of the Tower; figure 5) because of the eponymous cell phone tower
located at its peak. Due to its lack of utility for the favela residents, some did not
even know what the tower was for, as Rodrigo, a young man, noted: “I come up here
on the hill almost every week. l guess that’s one way to move up in life. I never went
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F I G UR E 5 : The cell phone tower on top of São Benedito hill. Photo: Thais Gobbo.

up this crazy thing [cell phone tower] but I look at it and see that there’s still more
to achieve. It gives me hope.” During fieldwork, the major cell phone carriers, Vivo
(owned by Spain’s Telefonica) and TIM (the Brazilian subsidiary of Italy’s Telecom
Italia Mobile), were both under investigation by state prosecutors in Espírito Santo
for enforcing a sort of social segregation within their networks. The carriers’ customers who were in the peripheral neighborhoods of Vitória, or in the legally unrecognized favela, had significantly more difficulty completing calls than users
who were in richer locations.
Anatel, Brazil’s national telecommunications agency, noted that these phone
carriers had a blocking rate (the percentage of calls not allowed into the system) in
the favelas that was significantly higher than 5%, the maximum allowable rate set
by the agency (Campos 2012).7 In São Benedito, for example, the average blocking
rate was of 15%, three times the maximum, whereas in Bairro da Penha, Gurigica,
and Itararé, it was 10%. PROCON, Brazil’s consumer protection agency, would
eventually fine Vivo R$7.5 million and ban sales of new SIM cards in the state of
Espírito Santo for three months. Anatel noted that over 40% of calls made on the
carrier during peak hours had not been completed in certain neighborhoods, a
rate well over the allowable rate of 33%:8 “Users . . . were being discriminated
against in relation to the enjoyment of the carriers’ network service, i.e., the blocking
rate was much higher in some peripheral neighborhoods within Vitória, while in
others this rate was negligible.” This is a condition of institutionally enforced
infrastructural discrimination that LAN house owners, however industrious or
entrepreneurial, cannot hope to fix by themselves. It is not our suggestion that the
LAN house owners’ clever fixes and ongoing small-scale repair works and projects
formed an enduring solution to this much larger problem of infrastructural
neglect.
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Rather, the informal patch jobs of the LAN house owners served as a means by
which favela residents could begin to forge some kind of pleasurable, useful technological life within a zone of institutionalized infrastructural neglect. The LAN
houses were hardly a curative for greater ills, but they did provide some means by
which residents could begin to fashion small, ordinary pleasures within the anxiety and uncertainty that defined their daily lives: the pleasure of talking to friends
on their phones, for example, or looking up sports scores on the Internet. Small-
scale pleasures, to be sure, but no less meaningful for that.

Mobile Phones, the Phones Themselves
The most widely used smartphones in the favelas were called xinglings, though
these too were only really “smart” when Wi-Fi was available, since the carriers’
infrastructural choices segregated the favela users from consistent wireless service and data packages were relatively unaffordable.9 The xinglings were smuggled
into the favelas by people related to the drug cartel and sold in the black market.
The cartel had a deal with the sellers, who gave 30% of the sales to the traffickers in
exchange for protection. The sellers were secretive about the origins of the smartphones, but Rafael, a former black market seller, mentioned that the xinglings were
smuggled in from China through Paraguay (figure 6).
The xinglings only came with a charger and did not have a warranty or any guarantee of working condition. The constant power outages in the favelas often damaged the chargers, which were of bad quality, and sometimes the smartphones
themselves. The favela residents felt neglected since they did not have the money
to keep buying new chargers. Hence, sharing cables and power cords was an activity that affected group formations and power relations, as mentioned by Beto, a
teenager from Bairro da Penha: “Here, we purchase xinglings in the back alleys or
in the neighborhood market. If you’re lucky it comes with a charger and that’s it . . .
the charger lasts a week. I bought the USB cable separately and now everyone
wants to go to the telecenter with me so they can transfer the photos to the computer and upload them on Face [Facebook]. I’ve got tons of friends and respect now.
I’m even picked first to play soccer.” As observed in the community technology
centers (CTCs), the xinglings were also shared among groups of three or four friends
since not everyone could afford to buy one. Usually, each person of the group would
contribute to the xingling experience: one would bring the smartphone, one would
bring the USB cable, and another would bring a charger. When offline, favela residents used the xingling mainly as media devices, utilizing the camera, music, and
video players, rather than the phone itself.
The CTCs served not only as the primary wired ISPs of the favelas, but also as
their wireless hotspot. In the telecenters, the residents were able to connect to
Vitória OnLine, an open and free wireless network maintained by the City of Vitória,
which was accessible in several public places such as parks, city buildings, and
telecenters. In the LAN houses, the users had to pay a fee of R$2.00 (approximately
U$0.75) per hour.
Favela residents perceived the xinglings as an extension to the CTCs. Although
the devices were mobile, the access to the Internet was still bounded to such centers. Thus, CTCs provided a place for their users to not only lend their cables and
cords, but also to promote other social dynamics such as becoming a hangout spot
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F I G UR E 6 : Informal market in Itararé where xinglings are sold. Photo: Jeferson Louis.

for young people. Teenage girls, for example, went in groups to the bathroom to
take selfies so they could share them later on Facebook.
When online, the users mostly chatted on Facebook messenger and played
Facebook games. The content, such as photos, was not directly uploaded to Facebook from their xinglings. For example, the smartphone used by the female teenagers had several photos of different people, thus they preferred to first upload their
photos to the CTCs’ computers so they could choose the best photos and distribute
them in an easier and faster manner—instead of signing into each teenager’s account and upload a photo through the xingling. One of Nemer’s young interviewees,
Mariana, mentioned that she preferred to use Facebook on the computer since it
offers a better experience than on her mobile phone. “I can’t use it [xingling] the
way I want. Like on the screen, most of the websites turn into English in the mobile
version. I like to use the computer because on the phone it doesn’t work quite right.
It is not easy to use the phone . . . all these terms that I don’t understand. I have lots
of difficulties in downloading stuff from the Internet: music, photos, videos.”
Downloading content from the Internet also worked in this manner: they first
downloaded music or videos to the CTCs’ computer, to check if the files were not
corrupted, and then they transferred them to their smartphones through a USB
cable, as mentioned by Roni, a young adult from Itararé. Since walking around in
the favelas was risky, most users tried to download as much content as they could,
for example episodes of television series. “I come here [telecenter] to transfer songs
to my smartphone. Music is everything in my life. It sets me free, like when I read a
book. The music goes well according to my mood, but everything in life is music.
Car noise is music, tin banging is music. . . . Music is like a world where there’s no
prejudice and judgment, and the smartphone is like the spaceship that takes me
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F I G UR E 7: Women using the telecenter Wi-Fi in the back alleys of Bairro da Penha. Photo: Jeferson Louis.

there.” As mentioned by Roni, his xingling allowed him to “be” in a place where he
felt comfortable; Joana, a young teenager from São Benedito, found in her smartphone a safer place to express her individuality, feelings, and emotions (figure 7):
“The Life Games [LAN house] is right next to my house and I can use their Wi-Fi
connection. . . . I have the opportunity to have access most of the time. . . . I put my
hand in my pocket and just to know that it is in there [xingling with Facebook],
I feel safer. With it I can get out of this crazy reality anytime I want. I can cry, scream
about my pain because I know that someone will be here, online, listening to
me. . . . I can for a moment be myself.”
The smartphones were seen as precious materials in the favelas. The users
were afforded with bargaining power and had the possibility to exchange their xing
lings for pretty much any good they desired, said Janine, a woman from Itararé:
“Cellphones are the most democratic kind of money here in the favela; they’re
worth a lot and everyone needs one. I can buy one in the back alley . . . talk to everyone . . . and then if I want to buy something else, I just trade it for something else.
The other day I was crazy about a bike I saw. What did I do? I didn’t think twice and
offered my cell phone . . . the trade was fair. This cell phone will still come back to
me.” Smartphones gave favela residents a sense of being included socially. They
felt more courageous to cross social boundaries when they possessed the device,
as proudly mentioned by Marcos, a teenager from Bairro da Penha: “I got the phone
from my mom. This smartphone makes me empowered, because I can just go
around to Praia do Canto or Jardim da Penha [rich neighborhoods] and not worrying being judged as poor or favelado. When I went to the mall the other day, I had
my cell phone in my hands the whole time, it felt like the it worked as a key and was
opening every door I was walking thought.”
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Discussion and Conclusions
What can we learn from these snapshots of ordinary technological use within a
zone of continual infrastructural neglect? Some preliminary suggestions are presented below, with the caveat that further research, as always, is necessary—
particularly in trying to think about what forms of difference a backdrop of legal
informality and persistent precarity lends to the notion of “infrastructure.” If not
always functional, if not steadily reliable, what (and how) do infrastructural objects
and systems gain meaning in people’s everyday lives and practices? What kinds of
character can be attached to an infrastructure that is blatantly visible (because it
is so often nonfunctional to varying degrees), to systems and technologies that
cannot be rendered an invisible part of the landscape, as it so often is in the developed world?
The mobile phones provide a particularly striking illustration in regard to the
multiple meanings that may lie within the differing scales of technological systems. While the larger, systems-level picture is one of segregation by the major
wireless carriers and dysfunction, with areas of the city delimited by their (in)ability to receive calls, at a more intimate level the smuggled xingling smartphones are
clearly an integral part of everyday life, affectionately described by their users as
“doors” leading to better (or at least, other) places.
How do we understand these two competing sentiments? The presence of affective attachment at this more intimate level does not negate the breakdowns and
failures occurring within the system at a wider level. One could think of these differing sentiments—the sharp awareness of the broader picture of technological
neglect residing alongside the deep appreciation for those devices that do embed
themselves within everyday life—as a strategy of sorts, a way of rendering livable
the extremely inequitable and uncertain technological environment in which one
finds oneself.
The shared xingling, unlike the dystopian and individualistic smartphone experience that Hollywood movies such as Her envision, fosters a communal sociality
that emerges out of conditions of technological unevenness and lack: friends
gather at the CTCs with one bringing a charger, another the data cable, and the
third the xingling itself, in order to load data onto and off the phone. In the interlocutors’ accounts, USB cords—those wired, material connectors—were a bridge to
a more joyous and richer social life, and xinglings were keepers of exchange value
within the favela (tradeable for other goods) and sources of confidence in spaces
outside of the favela.
None of these observations about the mobile phone are directly connected
to the kinds of informal knowledge and labor practices that we most commonly
associate with technological repair. But, in these stories surrounding the mobile
phone, we can perhaps begin to see the outlines of what an “act of care” (to return
to Jackson’s conception of repair) could look like. It is a deeply affective (and perhaps, affectionate) relationship with what one has, with those things that do, despite everything, manage to find themselves embedded within the circle of one’s
everyday and ongoing existence.
Looking at the CTCs, including LAN houses, and the way in which they function
as a node drawing together patched-together and piecemeal communications infrastructure, gives us another kind of technological negotiation to think through—
negotiations that are certain to become the bedrock upon which Davis’s envisioned
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cities of the future will be built. The LAN houses in the favelas are dependent upon
illegal taps of electricity and telephone lines in order to maintain their piecemeal
technological connections—connections that are acknowledged by the authorities
and utility providers only as a drain on resources, rather than indicative of an
unmet need.
The owners of the LAN houses utilize a mix of personal relations (such as relatives in legally recognized areas who can be convinced to buy an Internet connection), informally acquired and tested knowledge (such as learning repairs off
of YouTube), and cheap parts (the constantly frying power units) in order to
maintain some semblance of continuity and stability. The infrastructure, in this
instance, is not invisible when rendered normal, as older understandings of infrastructure (Star 1999) would lead us to believe. Within normal practice in the
favela, the Internet and electrical infrastructure remains constantly in sight, constantly in need of care in order to successfully undergird the goings-on of everyday use and practice. This constant attention—both to the deficiencies of the built
environment and to those fixes that can be acquired through means outside of
legal or traditional avenues—could be seen, arguably, as a kind of stabilizing force.
This stability, we think, is always contingent, always in flux—dependent on the
whims of relatives, on the (not always sensible) will of the utility companies to enforce what rights they can and on the skill of the LAN house owners to put in what
fixes they can. The infrastructural stability of the LAN houses’ Internet and electrical connectivity is constantly, visibly produced. In some sense, this is qualitatively different from works of maintenance as such—instead of working to keep a
system of technologies functioning at an acceptable level or a standardized ideal,
here instead is the visible, constant struggle to bring forth, to ensure such things as
relatively reliable power or stable connections exist at all to begin with.
This is not to say that providing systemic infrastructural intervention would
“solve the problem” of the favelas. These communities have been historically marginalized, following decades of the social segregation and neglect from the state
government and private sector. This is not a neglect that lends itself to easy solutions.
Infrastructural improvements, after all, are the bread and butter of politicians who
show up in the favelas seeking the vote during election season, promising things
like cable cars to facilitate the transportation of local residents.10 Instead of waiting
for the promise of “decent infrastructure” to be delivered from without, we must
understand infrastructure, maintenance, and repair more broadly; scenes such as
the favela’s must be made empirically and conceptually familiar, even normal.
While repair has been framed as a process of promoting political action and
improving environmental awareness in repair clinics in the Bay Area, repair was
approached in favelas as a critically necessary process, an act perpetuated in
order to survive and perhaps thrive. Though Jackson (2014) states that repair fills
in the moment of hope in which bridges from old worlds to new worlds are built, in
the favelas this hope is a transient one.
It is the hope that the beginnings of a desirable life, a life that can begin to approximate the comfort and stability that marks the upper class, can be snatched
out of what the favela has to offer. Favela residents must develop and rely on their
own repair work since what infrastructure is offered to them is in constant breakdown, another forsaken promise. Hence, instead of thinking of such repair work as
merely gatos, we instead imagine it as a quiet kind of caring, in some contrast to
those overtly political understandings of acts of hacking and the zone of the
hackerspace.
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What does it mean to care for technology, as Jackson asks us to envision the
work of repair doing? What does it mean to suffer and become enraged with it,
in ways that aren’t entirely comprehensible to one’s self? Users’ thoughts on the
possible motivations of the technology’s designers (surely, they cannot be more
evil than the government)11 may seem fanciful, but they do offer an entirely new
way of thinking about how technological failure forces itself to the forefront of imagination and comprehension. Large-scale breakdown may inspire a kind of fear and
helplessness (any number of disaster movies will attest to this), but it is this small-
scale frustration—this daily compounding of anger toward an incomprehensible
thing that invisibly works for richer, better others—that provides us with a more
poignant and meaningful window into thinking about what technology does to us,
and what we can do with it.
Affect and affection—how one feels for those technological things that surround
oneself—permeate the stories that we present here, though perhaps not in the
same ways that scholars such as Sherry Turkle have theorized (see Turkle 2011).
Here in the LAN houses of the favela, there is less sublimation of the self, and a
stronger awareness of just how closely intertwined the wider breakdown within
the environment is with one’s own experience of a particular technology. Any account of what technological life looks like amid precarity must consider these
emotions as central to its experience. So too with repair, we think. If we are to take
the metaphor of an “act of care” out to some kind of conclusion, then thinking
about what acts of work and sorts of feeling are necessary to manage these sensations of frustration and incomprehension—sensations that are embedded within
the uncertainty that defines everyday life in the favela—is a good place to start.

Notes
1. For more on informality (and the infrastructural breakdowns that characterize and color it) as a
conceptual approach to the city, see Ananya Roy (2005). For more on the legal struggles concerning
recognition and regularization of Brazilian favelas, see Macedo (2008), Fernandes (2002), and
Durand-Lasserve and Royston (2002).
2. Inclusion agents are the people responsible for taking care of each telecenter, promoting computer-
related workshops and classes and helping users.
3. LAN houses are privately owned establishments where, like in a cybercafé, people can pay to use a
computer with a local area network and Internet access LAN. As opposed to LAN houses, telecenters
are facilities supported by the state and NGOs, ones where the general public can access computers
for free. LAN houses and telecenters, along with other technology access establishments, are considered community technology centers (CTCs) (Nemer and Reed 2013).
4. The types of CTCs studied for this chapter were state-supported telecenters and locally owned LAN
houses.
5. Gato was also used to describe makeshift Internet and cable television connections.
6. It should be noted that even this seemingly mundane ability—to pay for goods in monthly installments—is itself a fairly recent development, following decades of inflation and the introduction of a
new currency; see Chana Joffe-Walt (2010).
7. The block rate is the percentage of calls offered that are not allowed into the system, generally the
percentage busy, but may also include messages and forced disconnects.
8. See Anatel’s (2011) report for more details.
9. “Xingling” is a term used to refer to Chinese imitation and pirated brands, such as HiPhone, Galaxia,
and Lumiax.
10. The project of cable cars in the favelas was announced to the local residents on October 2012, but up
until February 2016 nothing was done. For a news article about the project to build cable cars in the
favelas of Vitória, see Gildo Loyola (2012).
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11. One of David’s informants complained about the layout of the QWERTY keyboard, “Even the Government said that the keys on the Electronic Ballot are arranged like on the phones to make our lives
easier, so why this [keyboard] is arranged this way? The technologists can’t be more evil than the
Government (laughing) (Teresa, 25)” (Nemer et al. 2013).
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